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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of cocatalysts and multielemental catalyst composi-
tion to tune reactivity and selectivity is an approach well-known
in heterogeneous catalysis.1�5 Rational catalyst design, however,
requires a detailed understanding of what causes the advanta-
geous effect, and to date many of the actual mechanisms remain
unknown. For the catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), single-element Fe, Co, and Ni
remain the most commonly used catalyst materials,6 but a
number of bimetallic cocatalyst systems have been reported to
enhance chiral selectivity, to narrow the diameter distribution,
and to enhance yield and allow lower growth temperatures (e.g.,
CoMo,7�12 FeRu,13 NiFe,14,15 CoMn,16,17 CoCr,18 FeCu,19

CoW,20,21 CoPd,22 CoTi,23 CoMn,24 and FeMo25�32). How-
ever, the suggested cocatalytic interactions and mechansims are
highly speculative and often rather contradictory in current
literature. Here, we introduce a cocatalytic concept in carbon
nanotube growth to add to the underdeveloped toolbox for
rational catalyst design and provide experimental verification of
the underlying atomic mechanism.

We have previously shown that the most common CNT
catalyst material Fe is only active toward CNT growth in a
reduced state33 (where growth proceeds via either the metallic
state or carbide formation6,34) but not as an oxide, when suppor-
ted on common support materials such as SiO2 and Al2O3.

33,35

However, the few-nanometer thin Fe catalyst films are usually
oxidized during sample storage or transport in ambient air
between catalyst preparation and CVD. Hence a reducing gas
such as NH3, H2, hydrazine, or hot-filament cracked atomic H is
necessary to activate the formed Fe oxide by reducing it back to
Fe0.33,36,37 Here we show that with the admixture of tantalum to

iron (FeTa) catalyst activation is achieved by solid-state reduc-
tion, where oxygen ions are transferred by diffusion from the
oxidized Fe to the Ta. The thermodynamic driving force behind
this is the much higher affinity to oxygen of the Ta compared to
the Fe.38,39 Fe-catalyzed CNT growth is thus achieved without
the need for reducing gases, which was previously unattainable at
similar pressures and temperatures (Figure 1).33 This new ap-
proach enhances the degrees of freedom for CNT cocatalyst
design and may be of use for various other catalytic processes.

2. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We sputter deposit thin Ta layers (∼2 nm) onto SiO2 covered
Si wafers, followed by Fe catalyst layers (∼1 nm) where samples
are exposed to ambient air in between depositions. As control
samples, we deposit single-elemental Fe layers directly onto SiO2

Figure 1. With the use of the FeTa cocatalyst we obtain Fe-catalyzed
CNT carpet growth without the use of a reducing gas, i.e., in nonredu-
cing conditions where growth from elemental Fe is unattainable (low-
pressure CVD at∼620 �C, vacuum pretreatment (45 min) followed by
undiluted C2H2 growth (45 min), Fe 1 nm/Ta 2 nm. Scale bars = 1 μm.
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and similarly we deposit only single-elemental Ta layers onto
SiO2. Samples are then stored and transported in ambient air and
these air exposed films are referred to as “as deposited” in this
article. Film thicknesses are quoted with respect to the elemental
metal thickness, but it should be noted that in ambient air the film
thickness increases due to oxide formation. We estimate an
experimental uncertainty in metal film thickness determination
of (30%.

Growth of CNTs from the FeTa/SiO2, Fe/SiO2, and Ta/SiO2

samples is evaluated in a custom-built, cold-wall CVD system
with the low- and medium-pressure CVD conditions as defined
in Table 1. These conditions include both reducing (NH3) and
nonreducing pretreatment atmospheres (Ar and vacuum). A
constant flux of C2H2 is added to the pretreatment atmosphere
after a defined pretreatment time. The low-pressure CVD
conditions provide little residual gas contamination and also
allow the evolution of the surface chemistry to be measured by
in situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) at the ISISS end
station of the FHI-MPG in the BESSY II synchrotron.40 Samples
are further characterized ex situ by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM)
equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDX),
and Raman spectroscopy. See Supporting Information for
further details of experimental apparatus and methods.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Ex Situ Growth Results. In Figure 2 the effects of varying
the low-pressure CVD pretreatment atmosphere [rows (a�c)]
on the different support/(co)catalyst systems [columns (i�iii)]
are shown. The control experiment with pretreatment in a
reducing gas [NH3 (a), as in ref 33] is compared to pretreat-
ment without a reducing gas [Ar (b) and vacuum (c)]. The
partial C2H2 pressure is held constant for all three conditions,
and for NH3 and Ar the total pressure is also kept constant to
exclude total pressure-related differences in pretreatment
and growth.41

During low-pressure CVD with reducing NH3 nanotubes
nucleate on the Fe/SiO2 as expected [Figure 2(a,i)]. The FeTa
cocatalyst similarly nucleates CNTs when NH3 is used
[Figure 2(a,ii)]; however elemental Ta on SiO2 does not
[Figure 2(a,iii)]. The striking difference between the pristine
Fe catalyst and the FeTa cocatalyst becomes evident when
evaluating the CVD conditions without reducing NH3 [parts b
and c of Figure 2]: Fe/SiO2 does not nucleate any CNTs without
reducing NH3, in agreement with ref 33. In clear contrast, the
FeTa cocatalyst allows CNT nucleation without the reducing
atmosphere. Both pretreatment in inert Ar [Figure 2(b,ii)] and
in vacuum [Figure 2(c,ii)] result in CNT growth similar to
the pretreatment in NH3 [Figure 2(a,ii)]. Bare Ta layers [iii of
parts b and c of Figure 2] without Fe again do not nucleate
CNTs, confirming that bare Ta is catalytically inactive for CNT

nucleation under the low-pressure CVD conditions. Additional
STEM/EDX analysis of nanoparticles attached at the roots of
nanotubes also shows that these particles are Fe and hence
confirms that Fe is the nanotube nucleation catalyst while the Ta
serves to activate the Fe (Figure S1 of the Supporting Information).
Thus the interplay between Fe and Ta allows the CNT growth
without the reducing pretreatment.
We exclude catalyst film thickness related effects by comparing

the ∼3 nm thick (sum of Ta and Fe thickness) cocatalyst layers
also with single-elemental ∼3 nm layers of Fe and Ta, respec-
tively. These single-elemental layers show no growth under
nonreducing conditions (not shown), ruling out that catalyst
layer thickness-related effects might be responsible for the
successful growth without a reducing gas.
The obtained CNTs are multiwalled with diameters of

5�45 nm, as evidenced by the STEM analysis in Figure 2 of
Supporting Information. Catalyst particle diameters from sam-
ples which were only pretreated and the corresponding CNT
diameters are in good agreement (Figure 2 of Supporting
Information). The Raman spectra in Figure 3 of Supporting
Information confirm that the CNTs from FeTa are of similar
multiwalled-type and quality,42 irrespective of whether a redu-
cing gas is used or not. This implies that the addition of Ta to Fe
influences the catalyst reduction/activation during pretreatment,
rather than affecting the CNT nucleation.

Table 1. Summary of Typical CVD Conditions

CVD conditions base pressure pretreatment (heat to ∼620 �C, 5�45 min) growth (at ∼620 �C, 15�45 min)

low-pressure vacuum (was also used for in situ XPS) ∼10�6 mbar in 2 � 10�6 mbar vacuum introduce C2H2 to 1 � 10�3 mbar

low-pressure Ar ∼10�6 mbar in 5 � 10�3 mbar Ar add C2H2 to Ar to 6 � 10�3 mbar

low-pressure NH3 ∼10�6 mbar in 5 � 10�3 mbar NH3 add C2H2 to NH3 to 6 � 10�3 mbar

medium-pressure vacuum ∼10�3 mbar in 2 � 10�3 mbar vacuum introduce C2H2 to 1 � 10�1 mbar

medium-pressure NH3 ∼10�3 mbar in 6 � 10�1 mbar NH3 add C2H2 to NH3 to 7 � 10�1 mbar

Figure 2. (a�c) Typical CNT growth results from low-pressure CVD
at∼620 �C (5 min pretreatment and 15 min growth, see Table 1) with
varying pretreatment conditions: (a) reducing with NH3, (b) nonredu-
cing with Ar, and (c) nonreducing in vacuum. During growth C2H2 is
added to the pretreatment conditions. (i) Fe/SiO2 control samples, (ii)
FeTa cocatalyst. (iii) Pure Ta is inactive toward CNT growth under the
low-pressure CVD conditions. Scale bars = 1 μm.
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3.2. In Situ XPS Characterization. The ex situ growth results
point to strongly enhanced reducibility of Fe oxide in the
presence of Ta (“solid state reducing agent”), which activates
the Fe catalyst even in nonreducing gas conditions. By using
in situ XPS to directlymeasure the chemical interactions between
the Fe andTa during the CVDprocess,39,40,43 we verify that FeTa
allows instant Fe reduction under nonreducing conditions while
Fe directly on SiO2 stays oxidized.
Figure 3 shows process step resolved Fe2p and Ta4f core level

XP spectra33,35,44�48 during low-pressure CVD with pretreat-
ment in vacuum only (followed by growth in pure C2H2, see
Table 1, corresponding to Figure 2c). We compare Fe/SiO2

control samples (Figure 3a) with FeTa/SiO2 cocatalyst samples
(Figure 3b). For the as-loaded samples we confirm that after
transport in ambient air the pure Fe on the SiO2 as well as the Fe
and the Ta in the FeTa are oxidized. In the Fe2p3/2 XP spectra we
observe Fe2+ (709.7 eV) and Fe3+ (712.2 eV) and some satellites
at higher binding energies. In the Ta4f7/2 scans we find Ta4+

(26.8 eV), Ta5+ (27.3 eV), and a minor contribution of Ta<4+

states (22�26 eV). (The as-loaded Ta4f scan was acquired at a
higher kinetic electron energy compared to the scans at 300 and
620 �C. This was necessary since in the as deposited samples the
Ta is buried by Fe. Thus, a different film depth is probed by XPS
in the as loaded and the heated scans and therefore the oxidation
states between those scans are not directly comparable. Addition-
ally, a small carbidic component was found for Fe and Ta even
without exposure to C2H2 which is attributed to interactions with
adventitious carbon from sample transport in ambient.)
When heating the oxidized Fe on SiO2 up to ∼620 �C in

vacuum (for 45 min), the Fe remains oxidized. This lack of
significant reduction is in agreement with our previous report in
ref 33. Accordingly, no CNTs are grown from SiO2/Fe with C2H2

exposure (45min) following the vacuum pretreatment (Figure 1),
corroborating the ex-situ growth results in Figure 2(c,i).

In contrast, the admixture of Ta to the Fe catalyst dramatically
changes the chemical evolution under the same CVD condi-
tions. In the presence of the Ta the Fe is already almost fully
reduced (707.25 eV) by heating in vacuum to just ∼300 �C. At
the growth temperature of ∼620 �C the Fe with Ta is fully
reduced (707.05 eV). Corresponding to the reduction of the Fe
during heating in vacuum, we find that also the oxidation state of
the Ta changes. As noted above, the as-deposited Ta was not fully
oxidized. At 300 �C, the surface sensitive Ta4f spectrum consists
of mainly Ta4+ without any other suboxides, coinciding with the
onset of reduction of Fe. At ∼620 �C, the oxidation state has
shifted toward Ta5+. Ta5+ and Ta4+ exhibit identical intensities,
while simultaneously the Fe is completely reduced. (This is also
reflected in the O1s XP scans in Figure 4 of Supporting In-
formation. Additionally, a small Ta suboxide contribution emerges
again which might point to structural rearrangement in the Ta
oxide film.) We note that we do not observe XPS peak shifts
associated with alloying of the Fe and the Ta,44 as we did for
metallic Fe and metallic Ta under similar conditions.39 This
indicates that the reduced Fe and the Ta oxide do not undergo
intimate mixing. In agreement with full Fe oxide reduction,
subsequent introduction of C2H2 to the FeTa cocatalyst sample
yields homogeneous nanotube growth (Figure 1). In situ time-
resolved monitoring of the C1s core level (Figure 5 of Support-
ing Information) confirms sp2 carbon formation.48

The XPS measurements suggest an explanation for the
observed beneficial cocatalytic interplay between Fe and Ta in
Figure 2 on an atomistic level: When heating FeTa in a non-
reducing atmosphere, the Fe oxide does not lose oxygen into the
gas phase. Rather, oxygen ions from the Fe oxide are migrating to
oxygen-deficient positions in the Ta oxide (thereby increasing its
oxidation state toward Ta5+ with increased heating). Ta oxide
with Ta<5+ acts as an oxygen “sink” for the Fe oxide, thus re-
ducing the Fe toward Fe0. This process can proceed until either

Figure 3. Process-step resolved in situ XP spectra of Fe/SiO2 (a) and FeTa/SiO2 (b) during vacuum-only pretreatment corresponding to Figure 2c. All
spectra are recorded at a kinetic electron energy of 300 eV (corresponding to 0.9 nm information depth), apart from the lower right, as-loaded Ta4f,
which was taken at 960 eV (1.5 nm), since the Ta was initially buried below the Fe film. Hence, the oxidation states in this scan are not directly
comparable to the scans during vacuum heating above. Note that the small carbide peaks in the Fe2p and Ta4f are attributed to interactions with
adventitious carbon from sample transport in ambient.
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the Fe is completely reduced or the Ta is fully oxidized. We find
that with a film thickness ratio of Fe to Ta of 1:2 full reduction of
the Fe can be achieved. The fully reduced Fe then nucleates CNTs
on exposure to a carbon source gas without the need for a reducing
gas. This mechanism is schematically summarized in Figure 4.
Since the Ta acts as a “sink” for the oxygen atoms from the Fe

oxide, we conjecture that when the Ta is fully oxidized the solid-
state reduction of the Fe should break down. We crosschecked
this hypothesis by deliberately exposing a FeTa sample to 4 �
10�2 mbar O2 at ∼620 �C. As evidenced by the XPS measure-
ments in Figure 5, this leads to full oxidation of the Ta (hence
filling the “sink”) as well as full oxidation of the Fe. The O2 gas is
then removed, returning to heating in vacuum as before. How-
ever, now under vacuum pretreatment the Fe remains in its
oxidized form. The Ta, after heating in pure O2, has no oxygen
vacancies (or available oxidation states) to accommodate any
additional oxygen atoms from the Fe oxide. In turn, this inhibits
the cocatalytic synergetic reduction of the Fe into an active,
metallic state just by heating in vacuum. Correspondingly,
exposing such high temperature O2 annealed samples to vacuum
pretreatment, followed by C2H2 exposure, did not lead to any
CNT growth (Figure 6 of Supporting Information).
Finally, we note that C2H2 is a mildly reducing gas itself, and

indeed after growth times of >60 min we observe nucleation of
sparse CNTs from SiO2/Fe with pure C2H2 without an addi-
tional reducing gas. The CNT yield for this process is however
greatly reduced (Figure 7 of Supporting Information) compared
to the fast Ta-mediated growth (Figure 1).

4. DISCUSSION

We can estimate the necessary Fe:Ta material ratio to fully
reduce a given amount of Fe oxide to Fe0, based on our XPS
observations.We simplify and assume that we shift all oxygen (by
O2� ion diffusion) from Fe3+ to the Ta by increasing the Ta

oxidation state from Ta4+ to Ta5+ (Figure 4)

Fe3þ þ 3e� f Fe0

3Ta4þ f 3Ta5þ þ 3e� ð1Þ

This redox reaction implies a Fe to Ta ratio of 1:3 for the Fe to
fully be reduced. This is close to our experimentally found
optimal metal film thickness ratio of 1:2, especially considering
the uncertainties in film thickness measurements ((30%) and
the simplifying assumptions (only Fe3+ present, Ta4+ f Ta5+,
neglecting suboxides). It also implies that when the Fe to Ta ratio
is larger the solid-state reduction mechanism should break down,
as there is not enough oxygen deficient Ta oxide to incorporate
all the oxygen from the Fe oxide. We tested this by lowering the
Ta thickness to∼0.5 nm (with constant Fe ∼1 nm) and indeed
found no growth without a reducing gas. Furthermore this
reasoning also implies that for a smaller Fe to Ta ratio Fe oxide
reduction still should be achieved. Hence, we also tested thicker
Ta films (up to Ta ∼100 nm) while keeping the Fe constant
at ∼1 nm. In this case, we indeed observe full reduction of
Fe when heating without a reducing gas;39 however, depletion of
Fe by diffusion into the thick Ta oxide film (grain boundary
diffusion) complicates the surface chemistry and leads to dras-
tically reduced CNT growth. We have discussed Fe ∼1 nm
catalyst films on thick Ta films for CNT growth (for electrical
interconnect applications) in ref 39.

We define a “solid-state reducing agent” as a material which
by pure solid-state processes such as diffusion strips another,
oxidized material of all oxygen. In the case of oxidized Fe for
CNT growth this equates to catalyst activation. This is not to
be confused with the well-known Fe-reduction promoters such
as Cu, where Cu admixture to Fe is used to promote more
efficient Fe oxide reduction in a reducing gas.19,49 For our solid-
state reducing agent mechanism no reducing gas is necessary.

Figure 4. Schematic of solid-state reduction mechanism of Fe by Ta.
Ta<5+ oxides act as an oxygen “sink” for the Fe oxide: The oxides are
initially formed after film deposition when the film is exposed to ambient
air. This usually makes reduction of Fe by a reducing gas necessary to
activate the catalyst. The addition of the Ta to the Fe lifts the necessity
for this, since by oxygen transfer to the Ta, the Fe is reduced even in
nonreducing atmospheres. The metallic Fe film then breaks into
nanoparticles, which are active for CNT nucleation upon introduction
of a carbon source gas.

Figure 5. Process-step resolved in situ XPS spectra of FeTa/SiO2 in the
O2 exposure cross-check (see text). When FeTa samples are exposed to
pure O2 (4� 10�2 mbar) at∼620 �C both Fe and Ta are fully oxidized.
Switching to vacuum after O2 treatment does not lead to significant
reduction of the Fe, unlike for as-deposited samples. We attribute this to
complete filling of the oxygen “sink” in the Ta, hence deactivating the
cocatalytic synergism. All spectra were recorded with photon energies
corresponding to an electron kinetic energy of 300 eV and hence to an
information depth of 0.9 nm.
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The thermodynamic driving force for the FeTa solid-state
reduction mechanism is the difference in the affinities to oxygen
of the two elements. Neglecting any kinetics, we can simplify and
assume complete oxygen transfer from an initial Fe oxide to an
initial Ta-metal in the thermite-like reaction

5Fe2O3 þ 6Ta f 3Ta2O5 þ 10Fe ð2Þ
With the standard Gibbs free energies of formation of the

oxide compounds (Fe2O3,�740 kJ/mol; Ta2O5,�1967 kJ/mol
from ref 50) we estimate a standard Gibbs free energy of reaction
of around �2000 kJ/mol for eq 2, indicating that the observed
solid-state reduction is thermodynamically indeed favorable.51

Note that accordingly, in the field of corrosion science, Fe cation
reduction by oxidation of solid, metallic Ta was observed for Fe
and O containing glass melts in contact with Ta sheets.52 A wide
range of further elements also show larger free energies of oxide-
formation than Fe, including Zn, W, Mo, V, Cr, Nb, and Ti.38

This suggests that some of these elements could show the same
cocatalytic solid-state reduction effect. In fact, in ref 27 FeMowas
shown to catalyze CNTs without a reducing gas in contrast to
pristine Fe which needed activation by H2. This was attributed to
FeMo acting as an oxide catalyst, but no experimental character-
ization of the catalyst phase was made. In light of our findings,
these results may reflect a solid-state Fe reduction by the Mo as
well. Further studies are required to understand which element
combinations can also act as solid-state reduction couples in
cocatalysis.

A final corollary from our analysis is that the optimal Fe to Ta
ratio should depend on the initial degree of oxidation of the films.
A higher residual oxygen (or water) contamination, as found in a
system with an inferior base pressure compared to the low-
pressure conditions, will fill up some of the Ta’s reservoir for
oxygen, and hence more Ta will then be required for the same
effect of solid-state reduction and catalyst activation for a
constant amount of Fe. We tested this by growing CNTs from
FeTa samples under medium-pressure CVD conditions with
a ∼1000-times worse base pressure compared to low-pressure
CVD (Table 1). In complete agreement with the low-pressure

results (Figure 2), we find growth under nonreducing conditions
for FeTa but not for pure Fe (and pure Ta) in medium-pressure
CVD (Figure 6). However, testing various thicknesses of Ta from
0.5 to 100 nm (with Fe fixed at 1 nm), we note that the necessary
Fe to Ta ratio to see catalyst activation has shifted from 1:2 for
low-pressure to 1:20 for medium-pressure CVD. This is due to
the higher levels of initial Ta oxidation from the less clean
residual gas background in medium-pressure, as inferred above.
In addition, and in agreement with generally increased CNT
growth rates with increasing carbon source partial pressure,53 the
CNT yield was significantly increased for the medium-pressure
CVD (at constant process times). This implies further scalability
of solid-state reduction cocatalytic CNT growth based on our
elucidation of the atomic mechanism.

Our findings add to the toolbox of rational CNT catalyst
design but are not limited to this: Cocatalytic effects like in the
FeTa system also need to be considered for high yield CNT
forest growth on functional support materials. In this case, at the
interface between the support and the catalyst, similar redox
reactions can influence the state of the catalyst and thus CNT
nucleation.39,54�57 Furthermore, besides lifting the requirement
to use a reducing gas for CNTCVD which can have economic or
environmental benefits, our findings also imply some application
perspective for Fe-catalyzed CNT growth on substrates where
strongly reducing atmospheres are detrimental to substrate
stability, for example, on certain oxides such as LSMO which is
used for spintronics. Beyond CNT growth, the solid-state re-
ducing mechanism is of interest for closely related catalytic
processes such as nonoxidative catalytic dehydrogenation of
hydrocarbon gases for production of carbon-oxide-free hydrogen
gas.58,59 There it was recently shown that bimetallic catalysts that
ease Fe reduction increase reaction activity.60,61 More generally,
the comparably easy reduction and activation of Fe in the
presence of Ta at temperatures as low as 300 �C and without
the need for reducing gases may also find interest in other fields
of catalysis, for example, for initial catalyst activation in the
economically highly important Fischer�Tropsch synthesis.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we present evidence for a new class of cocata-
lysts in CNTCVD, where one component acts as a solid-state re-
ducing agent for the other component. In particular, the addition
of Ta allows Fe-catalyzed growth of CNTs without the need for a
reducing gas because the Ta acts as a nanoscale oxygen getter for
the Fe (oxide). This mechanism adds to rational catalyst design
of cocatalysts in CNT CVD. Beyond cocatalytic CNT growth,
our findings may generally benefit catalytic processes which
require reduced Fe at low temperatures and/or do not allow
strongly reducing atmospheres.
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Figure 6. (a�b) Typical CNT growth results from medium-pressure
CVD at∼620 �C (5 min pretreatment and 15 min growth, see Table 1)
with varying pretreatment conditions: (a) reducing with NH3 and
(b) nonreducing in vacuum. During growth C2H2 is added to the pre-
treatment conditions. (i) Fe/SiO2 control samples, (ii) FeTa cocatalyst.
(iii) Pure Ta is inactive toward CNT growth under themedium-pressure
CVD conditions. (SEM images tilted by ∼60�.).
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